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Abstract (Word Count: 119):
Evaluating the nature of chemical bonding for actinide elements represents one of the
most important and longstanding problems in actinide science. We directly address this
challenge and contribute a Cl K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and
relativistic density functional theory (DFT) study that quantitatively evaluates An–Cl
covalency in AnCl62 (AnIV = Th, U, Np, Pu). The results showed significant mixing
between Cl 3p- and AnIV 5f- and 6d-orbitals (t1u*/t2u* and t2g*/eg*), with the 6d-orbitals
showing more pronounced covalent bonding than the 5f-orbitals. Moving from Th to U,
Np, and Pu markedly changed the amount of M–Cl orbital mixing, causing AnIV 6d- and
Cl 3p-mixing to decrease. Meanwhile, metal 5f- and Cl 3p-orbital mixing increased across
this series.

Covalency(1) is a fundamental concept for rationalizing many chemical and physical phenomena.
In contrast to transition d-elements where metal-ligand orbital mixing and overlap is well
established, covalent bonding for plutonium (Pu) and the other actinides (An) has been debated
for decades. For example, there is a body of evidence that demonstrates – in certain systems –
substantial 5f- and 6d-covalency exists.(2–20) These data are juxtaposed with numerous studies
suggesting that An–ligand bonding is primarily ionic.(21) The later conclusions are fueled by
several observables that include (but are not limited to) An–ligand bond distances being routinely
predicted using actinide ionic radii and an appreciable body of spectroscopic data that shows the
5f  5f optical transitions are marginally impacted by the ligand field. Reconciling these
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observables and quantifying 5f- versus 6d-participation in covalent bonding represents one of the
most longstanding and important fundamental problems in actinide science.
To directly address these challenges in actinide bonding, we have characterized covalency for
PuIV and the other early actinides (ThIV, UIV, NpIV) within an Oh–AnCl62 framework using a
combination of ligand K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)(22) and spin-orbit density
functional theory (DFT) transition dipole-moment calculations.(9, 23–25) This duo has recently
emerged as one of the most powerful approaches for characterizing metal–ligand covalency. For
example, ligand K-edge XAS probes dipole-allowed bound-state transitions from the ligand 1sorbitals to molecular orbitals that contain ligand p-character resulting from metal–ligand orbital
mixing. As a result, the transition intensity in the ligand K-edge XAS measurement is directly
related to the metal–ligand orbital mixing coefficient. For several reasons, we used this
spectroscopic and computational approach to evaluate electronic structure and bonding in the
highly symmetric AnCl62 dianions. First, for many elements, octahedral metal complexes provide
the foundation upon which understanding for a vast majority of metal−ligand bonding interactions
exist. Second, the ubiquity of the Oh-MCl6x structure enables M–Cl covalency to be quantitatively
evaluated across the periodic table as a function of the metal identity, e.g. among actinides,
lanthanides, main group, and d-block transition elements. Third, within the AnCl62 platform 5fand 6d-hybridization is forbidden, owing to the selection rules governing octahedral symmetry.
Hence, 5f- versus 6d-orbital orbital mixing can be discretely probed. We observed the AnIV 6dorbitals participate in covalent bonding to a larger extent than the 5f-orbitals and that 5f-orbital
mixing increased across the actinide series (from Th to Pu). The results are presented in the context
of an energy-degeneracy driven covalency concept, which provides understanding of roles that 5fand 6d-orbital play in chemical bonding.
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The (PPh4)2AnCl62- (An = Th, U, Pu) and (NMe4)2AnCl6 (An = Th, U, Np, Pu) salts, hereafter
referred to as AnCl62, were characterized by Cl K-edge XAS. The identity of the NMe41+ and
PPh41+ had no substantial impact on the Cl K-edge XAS spectra. Complexes were prepared by
previously reported synthetic procedures and isolated as large single crystals.(26, 27) The
hexahalide salts contained large organic cations that guarded against An–ClAn bridging
interactions common in inorganic salts. This ensured that the An–Cl bond was probed
independently in the Cl K-edge XAS measurement. Background subtracted and normalized Cl Kedge XAS from AnCl62 were compared in Figure 1. The four spectra were similar in that they
contained a sharp edge-peak at high energy (~2828 eV) superimposed on an absorption threshold.
The energies, intensities, and line shapes for these edge peaks were similar. For instance, the edge
peak energies ranged from 2827.4 to 2827.6 eV, the peak maxima spanned 1.50 to 1.52, and the
rising edge slopes varied from 0.4 to 0.6 eV-1. For UCl62, these data were consistent with previous
reports,(20) which highlighted the reproducibility of these measurements.
Although the edge region of the Cl K-edge XAS spectra was primarily invariant upon moving
from Th to U, Np, and Pu, substantial changes were observed at low energy in the pre-edge spectral
region, < 2826 eV. For instance, the spectrum from ThCl62 contained a single pre-edge feature
near 2824 eV (labeled A). Data from U, Np, and Pu also contained this A peak, albeit its intensity
systematically decreased across the series. Moving from Th to Pu also caused additional pre-edge
peaks to emerge at lower energy. For UCl62 a second peak (labeled B) was present near 2822 eV
and for NpCl62 and PuCl62 a third peak (labeled C) was apparent at ~2821 eV. In this sense, these
AnCl62 spectra were reminiscent to those from d-block metal tetrachlorides, MCl4x- (M = CoII,
NiII, CoII, FeII, FeIII), studied previously by SOLOMON and COWORKERS. In both systems the number
of pre-edge peaks in the Cl K-edge XAS spectra increased with increasing valence-electron
4

count.(28) For ThIV (5f 0), UIV (5f 2), NpIV (5f 3), and PuIV (5f 4), the increased number of pre-edge
features was likely associated with appreciable multiplet and spin-orbit coupling contributions, all
of which increase from Th to Pu.
Of particular significance were the spectra from Np and Pu, as these data represented the first
time pre-edge features had been observed by ligand K-edge XAS spectroscopy, for these elements.
We remind the reader that the pre-edge transition intensities are directly related to the M–Cl mixing
coefficient.(22) Hence, the existence of these pre-edge peaks in Cl K-edge XAS from NpCl62- and
PuCl62- provided unambiguous evidence for covalency in the Np–Cl and Pu–Cl bonds. The series
of spectra also highlighted substantial diversity in electronic structure from Th to Pu. To quantify
differences in An–Cl orbital mixing in AnCl62, the pre-edge peaks and the edge features were
deconvoluted with symmetrically constrained functions consisting of fixed 1:1 Lorentzian to
Gaussian contributions. Our analyses also modeled the absorption threshold with a 1:1 mixture of
arctangent to error function contributions. The curve fits agreed well with the experimental data,
as shown by the low correlation coefficient, residual data that deviated from zero by less than 5%
in the spectral region of interest, and symmetric residual peaks that were similar in shape to their
parent Gaussian functions. The curve fitting models (Table 1 and Figure 2) showed that the peak
intensities were consistent with the qualitative discussion above. For instance, the high-energy preedge A peaks near 2824 eV became less intense upon moving from Th to U, Np, and Pu, 1.26(6),
1.09(5), 1.05(5), 0.84(4). Similarly, the intermediate energy pre-edge B peaks near 2822 eV
decreased in intensity from 0.40(2) (U) to 0.24(1) (Np) and 0.21(1) (Pu). Finally, the C peaks
increased in intensity from 0.22(1) for Np to 0.36(2) for Pu. These curve fitting results indicated
that when moving from Th to Pu covalency did not uniformly change for every An–Cl interaction.
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The data instead showed that changes in actinide identity increased covalency in some An–Cl
bonds and decreased covalency in other bonds.
To better understand the implications of the Cl K-edge XAS results described above, ground
state scalar relativistic (SR) and spin-orbit (SO) density functional theory (DFT) calculations were
used to guide the interpretation of the AnCl62- spectra. The calculations were interpreted in
accordance with well-established group theory descriptions of octahedral complexes. An example
was provided in Figure 3 for ThCl62 with relevant molecular orbitals visualized in Figure S1. The
energy of the Th and Cl atomic orbitals were shown on the left side of this graphic. Allowing the
orbitals to mix generated six symmetry-adapted linear combinations (SALCs) of Cl 3p-atomic
orbitals of σ-symmetry (a1g + t1u + eg) and twelve of π-symmetry (t2g + t1g + t1u + t2u) with respect
to the Th–Cl bonds. As discussed previously, the metal 6d-atomic orbitals split as eg and t2g and
were allowed by symmetry to form high energy M–Cl σ- and π-bonds, respectively (Figure 3).
Meanwhile, at lower energy, the six actinide 5f-atomic orbitals of t1u and t2u symmetries mixed to
form An–Cl σ + π and π-bonds, respectively. This left the actinide a2u orbital as rigorously nonbonding and the Cl t1g orbitals as a set of non-bonding chlorine lone pairs.
Incorporating spin-orbit coupling into the calculations decreased orbital energy degeneracy,
increased the energy range spanned by the 5f- and 6d-orbitals, and hybridized the valence orbitals.
For example, in the scalar calculation for Th–Cl there was a non-bonding orbital of a2u symmetry.
Incorporating spin-orbit coupling appreciably hybridized this non-bonding orbital with the t2u
orbital. Spin-orbit coupling also blended the t1u and t2u orbitals, such that a purely t2u state was
nonexistent. Note, there was a high energy 5f-orbital of e½u symmetry whose composition was
solely t1u. As depicted in the calculated energy-level diagram shown in Figure 4, moving from Th
(5f 0) to U (5f 2), Np (5f 3), and Pu (5f 4) did not significantly impact the energy of the 6d-orbitals.
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These 6d-orbitals were split into two groups, one near ~7 eV and a higher energy group near 10
eV. Meanwhile, moving across the series had marked influence on the 5f-orbitals, most notably by
broadening the 5f-orbital regime from approximately 1 eV for ThCl62 to approximately 6.5 eV
for PuCl62.
These ground state calculations were used to compute the Cl core electron excitation spectrum
using a first order approximation on the basis of the transition dipole between initial and final state
and the excitation energies obtained from the occupied and unoccupied orbital energies. The
agreement between prediction (Figure 5) and the experimental spectra engendered an electronic
structure based interpretation of the AnCl62 Cl K-edge XAS spectra. For instance, simulated
AnCl62 spectra (Figure 5) reproduced the pre-edge features in the experimental spectra and were
consistent with group theoretical analyses. The calculations suggested that the pre-edge peaks
stemmed from electronic excitations from Cl 1s-orbitals to unoccupied orbitals that resulted from
mixing between Cl 3p-orbitals and the AnIV 5f- and 6d-orbitals. For ThCl62, the transitions to 5fand 6d-orbitals were very close in energy. Experimentally, only a single A peak was observed
whose origin was attributed to transitions to antibonding orbitals that resulted from covalent
mixing between the Cl 3p- and Th 5f- and 6d-orbitals. The calculations also indicated that
transitions to higher lying 6d-orbitals (eg* in the scalar calculations) were higher in energy and
beyond the rising edge. For UCl62, NpCl62, and PuCl62, the calculations revealed that the high
energy A peaks (2824 eV) were almost exclusively associated with Cl 1s-electronic excitations to
6d-orbitals. Computational results additionally suggested that transitions to 5f-orbitals could be
resolved from the 6d-orbitals for UCl62, NpCl62, and PuCl62. For example, in the UCl62 case,
the computational results attributed the B peak to electronic excitations from Cl 1s-orbitals to the
antibonding 5f-orbitals (those of t1u* and t2u* parentage in the scalar calculations). Moving to
7

NpCl62 broadened the energy range for these Cl 1s  AnIV 5f-transitions and split the feature into
two peaks, consistent with the experimental observations. Finally, moving from NpCl62 to PuCl62
further broadened the energy range over which transitions to 5f-orbitals spanned. Again, this
prediction was consistent with experiment. Note, while compiling this computational and
experimental work, DE JONG and COWORKERS published their own independent calculations after
we communicated structural and spectroscopic information.(29) Their results were consistent with
the experimental and theoretical results we presented at multiple meetings.(30–35)
Comparing the AnCl62 Cl K-edge XAS pre-edge intensities showed similar trends in orbital
mixing as obtained from the calculations (Figure S2). These two comparisons suggested that
covalency in bonding between the Cl 3p- and AnIV 6d-orbitals was larger than with the AnIV 5forbitals. Perturbation theory provided a platform for rationalizing this observation. Recall that the
orbital mixing coefficient () is directly related to coupling matrix element between metal and
ligand (HML) and inversely related to the energy difference between the metal and ligand valence
orbitals (E0M – E0L).
𝐻

𝜆 = 𝐸0 𝑀𝐿
−𝐸 0
𝑀

(1)

𝐿

Consistent with the distribution of radial densities of actinide 5f-, 6d-, and Cl 3p-orbitals (Figure
S3) and the corresponding orbital overlap (Figure S4), our results suggested that the more extended
AnIV 6d-orbitals were more available to mix with the Cl 3p-valence than the contracted AnIV 5forbitals. Hence, the coupling term (HML) seemed most important in directing AnIV 6d- vs. 5f-orbital
mixing with Cl 3p-orbitals. These observations were consistent with numerous accounts
suggesting that limited 5f-orbital radial distributions cause small HML, which in turn can limit 5foribital participation in covalent bonding.(5, 16, 36)
The HML term decreases from Th to Pu, owing to the 5f-orbital radial density decreasing from
8

ThIV to PuIV (Figure S4). This decrease in orbital overlap should accompany decreased An–Cl
orbital mixing. However, the experimental and computational results showed that AnIV 5f and Cl
3p-orbital mixing increased – not decreased – when moving from ThIV to PuIV. We rationalize the
observed increase by considering the denominator of Eq. 1 (E0M – E0L).(20, 37) For example,
moving from Th to Pu decreases the energy of the 5f-orbitals (Figure 4), making them better
matched (energetically) with the Cl 3p-orbitals. In this case, the more favorable energy degeneracy
orbital term (E0M – E0L) outweighs the negative impact from HML, thereby providing a mechanism
to increase AnIV 5f-covalency for Pu relative to Th. This route to covalent 5f-bonding is an
alternative to the more conventional HML pathways commonly invoked to rationalize orbital
mixing in transition metal and main group elements.(20, 38–42)
Determining the relative participation of 5f- and 6d-orbitals in actinide bonds is a longstanding experimental and computational challenge in fundamental actinide physics and
chemistry.(37) Herein, we addressed this challenge and characterized actinide 5f- versus 6dmixing with Cl 3p-orbitals in the AnIVCl62 salts. The experimental and computational results
showed transitions in the Cl K-edge XAS from UCl62, NpCl62, and PuCl62 that were a direct
result of actinide 5f- and 6d- mixing with Cl 3p-orbitals. The results revealed that the 6d-orbitals
participated in covalent bonding to a larger extent than the 5f-orbitals (Table 1). Additionally, 5fand 6d- participation in covalent bonding followed opposite trends across the early tetravalent
actinide series (5f increased and 6d decreased). Combined, the experimental and theoretical results
agreed that 5f-participation in covalent bonding was largest for Pu, intermediate for Np and U, and
lowest for Th. This observation resulted from Cl 3p-orbital energies matching the 5f-orbitals of Pu
better than those of Np, U, and Th. These results support the idea that f-orbital mixing is heavily
influenced by energy-degeneracy driven covalency. This aspect of the An–Cl bonding highlights
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a uniqueness associated with actinide electronic structure bonding, not typically considered as a
dominate parameter for other elements on the periodic table. Excited by these observations, we are
currently exploring the possibility of using concepts of energy-degeneracy driven covalency to
access more pronounced 5f-orbital mixing in other systems.
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Figure 1: The normalized and background subtracted Cl K edge XAS spectra from
AnCl62 (AnIV = Th, U, Np, Pu).

11

12

Figure 2: The Cl–K edge XAS data and deconvoluted spectra for AnCl 62– (AnIV = Th, U,
Np, Pu) are shown. Experimental data is shown in circles (), a 0.5:0.5 ratio of Lorentzian
and Gaussian functions is used to model the pre–edge features are shown as red and
green traces. The summed curve fit is shown as light blue trace, the residual edge function
is shown as interrupted brown trace.
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Table 1. A comparison of experimental and calculated pre-edge peak energies (eV), intensities, and % Cl 3p charactera
for AnCl62– (AnIV = Th, U, Np and Pu) dianions.a

A Peak

B peak

C peak

Compound

Energy

Int.

% Cl 3p

Energy

Int

% Cl 3p

Energy

Int

% Cl 3p

D2d-Cs2CuCl435

2820.20

0.53

7.53

–

–

–

–

–

–

ThCl61-

2824.0

1.26

17.9

–

–

–

–

–

–

UCl61-

2823.9

1.09

15.5

2822.4

0.40

5.6

–

–

–

NpCl61-

2823.9

1.05

14.9

2822.5

0.24

3.4

2821.53

0.22

3.1

PuCl61-

2824.2

0.84

11.9

2822.7

0.21

3.0

2821.2

0.36

5.1

a

The percent Cl 3p character was reported per M–Cl bond (M=Cu, Th, U, Np and Pu).
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Figure 3. Energy level diagram from DFT ground–state calculations for the
ThCl62-. Left – atomic orbitals from scalar relativistic (SR) calculations.
Center – orbitals for ThCl62- from SR calculations. Right – orbitals for ThCl62from calculations that incorporate spin-orbit (SO) coupling.
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Figure 4. Energy level diagram from DFT ground–state calculations that
incorporate spin-orbit coupling showing the progression from ThCl62 to
PuCl62.
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Figure 5. Comparison between experimental Cl K-edge XAS Spectra ()
and results from the spin-orbit DFT transition dipole moment calculations
(black trace) for the AnCl62 (AnIV = Th, U, Np, Pu) dianions. The red, green,
yellow and gray bars and dashed traces represent the energy and oscillator
strength for the calculated transitions involving 5f-, 6d-, 7s- and 7p-final
states, respectively.
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